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ABSTRACT  

 

As we all know that security plays a vital role now a day in each and every aspect. Now a 

day there was no proper security with the data that is stored into the data centre or on a data 

warehouse. As all the data which is stored into the data ware house is preserved by the data 

owner itself, there may be a lot of security issues that rise with this process. One among the 

various security issues are storage cost and maintenance of keys by the owner takes a huge cost 

and performance becomes very low. In this paper, for the first time we enhance the security of 

ID-based ring signature by providing forward security: In our proposed scheme the privacy of 

data which is uploaded by the owner is provided by a public key generator rather than owner 

itself. If this was done when any user who forget a secret key or any key is compromised, all 

previous generated signatures that include this user still remain valid. By conducting various 

experiments on our proposed system, we finally came to a conclusion that proposed method is 

mainly used for a large scale data sharing system, as it is very critical to re-authenticate their data 

even if a secret key of one single user has been compromised.  

 
Key Words:  Data Security, Data Warehouse, Data Sharing Systems, Re-Authentication, 

Compromised Nodes, Ring Signature. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 
In current days almost all the medium and large scale companies try to store their 

valuable data inside a separate storage medium known as a Data Center. A data center is one of 

the facilities used to house computer systems and their associated components, such 

as telecommunications and systems which are shown clearly in below figure 1. The data center 

establishment mainly includes redundant backup power supplies, abundant data storage facility 

and a abundant data communications connections, many climate or environment controls like 

AC, fire suppression and various security devices like RFID or smart cards for access detection 

and restriction. If we go with a large scale data center, the maintenance of a large data centers are 

very commercial and the electricity equal to as a small town [1], [2]. 

 

 

 

FIGURE 1. REPRESENTS THE SAMPLE STRUCTURE OF A CABINET AISLE IN A 

LARGE SCALE DATA CENTER  

 

Generally the data centers have their own roots in the huge computer rooms of the 

starting stage of establishing the computing industries. The early computer systems are almost 

complex to operate and maintain when compared with current data centers what we are using for 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Telecommunication
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data storage. In the primitive days if we want to establish a data center, there used to have a lot of 

cables to connect all the components and methods to accommodate and organize. All the data 

which is stored is kept in racks to mount all the floors and cable trays under the elevated floors. 

Normally a single mainframe system requires a lot of power/electricity and need to be cooled 

periodically to avoid the overheating of resources. Normally these devices are required a great 

deal of power, and had to be cooled to avoid overheating. Generally these devices are used 

mainly for military purposes and they are expensive too for deployment. 

As we all know that in the past almost micro computer industry has got a boom in its 

usage, mostly during the year of 1985s .Almost all users try to start deploying the computers 

each and everywhere, in many cases with little or no care about the OS requirements. There was 

no care about the operating system what they try to use for their systems. At that time there was a 

startup growth in the field of Information Technology (IT), so the operations started to grow in 

complexity and organizations try to grow for the IT resources. As we know that the advent of 

UNIX takes place from the early 1975s with a freely available compatible nature [3], [4]. It 

gained its attention till the late 2000s for the use of open source Linux operating systems. In the 

late 2000s they were called as “Servers”, a time sharing operating systems so called as UNIX 

relay more on client server model to facilitate the sharing of data among various users. All the 

servers which were deployed for application storage and accessing are kept in a separate room 

and they need to connect hierarchical manner with other devices that are connected at the other 

ends. The term like “Data Center” came into existence from this point of view, where all the data 

will be stored on an exclusively designed computer rooms and they will be used from that rooms 

at the time of need. Also the use of these data centers became more and more popular from this 

point of time [5]. 

 

 

2(A)  DATA CENTER WITH UNDER FLOOR CABLE RUNS 
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        2(B) FIRE SUPPRESSION TANKS             2(C) BATTERY BANK FOR POWER BACKUP 

 

 

FIGURE 2. REPRESENTS THE MAJOR REQUIREMENTS FOR ESTABLISHING A 

DATA CENTER   

From the above figure 2, we can find out the various resources that are required for 

building the data center. In the above figure 2(A), we can clearly find the under flow cables that 

run under the data center room. Where all the cables that are interconnected with one rack server 

to other are connected under flow not from the top side of floor or over floor. From the figures 

2(B) and 2(C), we can find out the fire suppression tanks as well as battery banks for power 

supply [6]. As we already discusses in previous paragraphs that data warehouse needs a lot of 

power backup in order to make all the servers active all the time, so there was a bank of batteries 

connected altogether to give a best backup facility and if at any case there may occur any fire 

accident for the servers, hence we use a fire suppression tanks in order to stop the fire at that 

situations[7]. 

II. BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE 

 

In this section we will find the background work that was analyzed and studied in order 

to implement this current paper. This section will describe the work that is related to ID-based 

ring signature and in the next section we will discuss about the principle of anonymity. 

 

DATA ANONYMIZATION 
 

Data Anonymization is defined as one of the privacy preserving techniques that were 

used mainly to manipulate the original information, and thus making the original data to identify 

as difficult to anybody except the data owners. It is different from that of data encryption. 

Anonymization of data removes identifying the main and important attributes like names, 

Account details, Type of file, Date and Time or social security numbers from the database.  

 

A. For example, if we apply data anonymization on the school data, this should delete 

student ID and  

B. If the same anonymization is applied on a Bank, then we will remove account number. 

C. If the same applied on a Government Company then the time and date of file which is 

uploaded and so on. 
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  Generally the main goals for the data anonymization technique as categorized into 

three main important goals. Now let us discuss about them in detail as follows:  

 

1) The First or initial goal of the data anonymization is to protect identities of specific user 

from being leaked for others. 

2) The next goal for the data anonymization is to protect the identities of internal user being 

revealed to others. 

3) Final goal or last goal of the data anonymization is to protect the security practices or 

Inner security principles of any organization to be revealed for others. 

 

Till now there was a lot of anonymization techniques developed in order to achieve these 

3 primary goals [8], [9]. The data which is stored in the database is called as micro data and it is 

stored in the form of tables. Each and every table has a set of records which hold the complete 

information about that individual user record. 

 

Some of the best categories of table records are as follows: 

 

• Explicit identifiers  

• Quasi identifiers  

• Sensitive identifiers.  

 

Now we can look at each category in detail, they are as follows: 

 

Explicit identifier is one of the main attributes available in the table, which is mainly used 

to identify an individual or person through a unique identity. 

 

For Example: Name, social security number etc.  

 

Quasi identifier is second type of attributes which can be linked with other information to 

identify an individual from population.  

 

For Example.: gender, birth-date, zip code, diagnosis, etc.  

 

And finally the sensitive identifier is one of the main attribute which contains a sensitive 

value. Here the value of the attribute shouldn’t be identified or known to others easily, it should 

be somewhat secret from others in the table. A lot of experts try to design those anonymization 

techniques, varying in their cost, complexity and robustness.  

 

Example:, Patient Disease, Type of file , Bank Balance, Profit or Loss of that individual. 

 

For achieving the data anonymization, we have found a new technique like suppression 

which is very common method for anonymization. It is performed by deleting or omitting the 

data entirely. For example, an administrator in hospital tracking prescriptions will suppress 

patient’s names before sharing data. In order to protect the sensitive values, Generalization [10] 

techniques can also be used. This technique replaces quasi identifier attributes with less specific 
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values. It divides the tuples into quasi identifier groups (QI groups), and generalize values in 

every group to uniform format. For example, the data in microdata table is generalized using 

KAnonymization technique. To effectively limit information disclosure, it is necessary to 

measure the disclosure risk of anonymized table. 

 

From the below figure 4, we can able to find out the secure data computation of data 

warehouse can be achieved clearly by data anonymization. If we view at figure 3, we can find 

the first table as the original data with two fields like company name and Revenue generated by 

the company per annum.So if the table is stored in the data warehouse in the same manner then 

there will be no security for the data which can be viewed by almost all users who have an 

account in the same data warehouse. So in order to provide security for the original data we have 

introduced a secure enclave in between the data storage in the data warehouse. This secure 

enclave takes two fields like Company name as first column name and new name as second 

column where the secure enclave will replace the original company name with new name which 

is specified by the secure enclave in order to mislead the un-authorized users. 

 
 

FIGURE 3. REPRESENTS THE SECURE DATA COMPUTATION OF DATA 

WAREHOUSE DATA BY USING DATA ANONYMIZATION 
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The third table now formed in the figure 3, represents the computing data warehouse with 

two columns like company name as one column and revenue as another column. Here the data 

which is represented in this tables will be inserted by replacing the original company name with 

that of company name from secure enclave and the revenue is represented as same in the column 

2.Here the data which is viewed by the un authorize users will think that revenue of BOB 

company is 100 USD, rather than he don’t know that it is the original revenue of Company A. 

 

 

 
 

FIGURE 4. REPRESENTS THE SECURE DATA ASSOCIATION OF DATA 

WAREHOUSE DATA IN ORDER TO ACHIEVE DATA PRIVACY 

 

As an example we have considered another example from figure 4, where from the          

figure 4 we can find 2 tables which are representing a common data of a patient and his related 

drug taken by that patient. Here in these two individual tables we find two primary key as CID 

and DID…Where the two identities act like a primary keys in both the tables. Now in this paper 

we have implemented a new association on the data warehouse data by applying some 

association rules over the first table and second table and deriving a new table which has only 2 

fields like CID and DID..In which the each and every CID is related with related DID, so that 

this table willn’t reveal any other personal information of patient except the association. 
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III. IDENTITY BASED RING SIGNATURE 
 

The aforementioned three issues remind us a cryptographic primitive “identity-based ring 

signature”, an efficient solution on applications requiring data authenticity and anonymity. 

Identity-based (ID-based) cryptosystem, was first developed and  introduced by Shamir [11], 

who eliminated the terms like verifying the validity for the public key certificates, the 

management of these both is a time and cost consuming. Initially when we use the ID-based 

cryptosystem, the public key for each and every user need to be generated first and then matched 

with a user’s publicly known identity (e.g., an email address or with an  residential address, etc.). 

Once the user’s public known identity is generated successfully then a private key generator 

(PKG) computes private keys from its master secret for the end users. In this application to 

verify an ID-based signature, which is very different from the traditional public key based 

signature, each and every individual user doesn’t need to verify their individual certificates. As 

this was a lengthy process, elimination of the certificate validation makes the whole verification 

process more efficient, which will lead to a significant save in communication and computation 

when a large number of users are involved. 

 

 
 

FIGURE 5. REPRESENTS THE SOLUTION FOR THE ID-BASED RING SIGNATURES 

 

From the above figure 5,we can clearly find out that ID-based ring signature is more 

preferable in the setting with a large number of users when compared with a lot of energy 

wastage in the general data sharing in smart grid. This type of technique greatly reduces the 

energy levels such as energy data sharing in smart grid. This can be explained in a step wise 

manner. This is as follows: 
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Step 1: The energy data owner (say for example Bob) initially try to setup a ring by choosing a 

group of users who participate in this network. At this starting phase we only need  the public 

identity information of ring members (I.e. Their names or residence address). 

 

Step 2: Now after the initial setup phase completed now bob try to upload all his personal  data 

of electronic usage all together with a single ring signature with the identity information of all 

ring members who participated in this process. 

 

Step 3: This is the final step of verifying the ring signature, one can be assured that the data is 

indeed given out by a valid resident (from the ring members) while cannot figure out who the 

resident is. Hence the anonymity of the data provider is ensured together with data authenticity. 

Meanwhile, the verification is efficient which does not involve any certificate verification. 

 

This process of ring signature was first proposed in the year of 2002 [12] which can be 

proven secure in the random oracle model.In the literature there was two constructions in the 

standard model  was proposed and the first construction however was discovered to be flawed 

[13], while the second construction is only proven secure in a weaker model, namely, selective- 

ID model. The first ID-based ring signature scheme claimed to be secure in the standard model is 

due to Han et al. [14] under the trusted setup assumption. However, their proof is wrong and is 

pointed out by [15]. Other existing ID-based ring signature schemes include [16]. 

 

IV. A NOVEL PROPOSED ID-BASED FORWARD  SECURE RING 

SIGNATURE SCHEME 

 

In this section we mainly concentrate on our proposed novel ID-Based Forward secure 

Ring Signature scheme with all its advantages, now let us discuss about that in detail as follows: 

 

MAIN MOTIVATION 

 

The main motivation behind the development of this proposed scheme is we initially try 

to assume that the identities of user which was generated in this process and their individual 

secret keys are valid into T periods and makes the time intervals public. We try to set all the 

message space into following  way M={0,1}* 

 

I) SETUP PHASE: 
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II) EXTRACT PHASE 

In this phase for each and every user  i, where i € Z, with identity IDi € {0,1}*. 

requests for a secret key at time period t (which is denoted by an integer), where 0 ≤t < T, the 

PKG computes the user secret key 

 
 

Using its knowledge of the factorization of N. 

 

III) UPDATE PHASE 

 

In this phase once the user on receiving an input a secret key ski,t for a short  time period t, if t 

< T the user updates the secret key as follows: 

 
 

      
 

Otherwise the algorithm outputs  meaning that the secret key has expired. 

 

IV) SIGNIN PHASE 

 

In this phase the user after performing the above three phases he try to do signin into the 

account for a certain time period with the ring identities .This is as follows: 

 

For all i € {1, . . . , n}; i ≠ π, choose random Ai €Z
N
 and compute 

 

 
 

 

V. IMPLEMENTATION PHASE 

 
Implementation is the stage where theoretical design is converted into programmatically 

way. Generally in the implementation stage we will divide the application into number of 

modules in order to make the application develop very easily. We have implemented the 

proposed concept on Java Platform in order to show the performance this proposed algorithm 

based on applying data anonymization along with data forward security over ring signature. In 

this application there are totally 4 modules available for performing this proposed algorithm. 

This is explained as follows: 
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1. Data Center Storage Module 

2. Data Owner Module 

3. ID-based Ring Signature Module 

4. Efficiency Analysis Module 

 

1. DATA CENTER STORAGE MODULE 

In the first module, we try to develop the system model of data center with the users.In 

this module, we develop data center which provides the data storage in the secure manner. This 

data center provides a out sourcing service and stores data on behalf of the data owners who try 

to store their valuable data inside the data center.In this current application we try to assume that 

data center is always online and has a abundant data storage capacity and enough computation 

power to process the data access. And this data center has the facility to create a group and also 

approving the group. If any data owner who initially register try to upload or download or access 

the data only if he/she get registered in a group with a group id.This facility is mainly approved 

by the centralized data center. 

 

2. DATA OWNER MODULE 

A data owner is an entity that wants to outsource data storage to the secure data center 

and access the data later at the time of need. The data owner initially tries to register into the 

system and then he/she gets the activation permission from the data center. Once the data center 

approves the data owner with a group key, then the data owner can access the file inside the data 

center. Here the data owner try to outsource all the data which is available with him to the 

secured data center and try to give access privileges for the users based on PKG authorization. 

 

3. ID BASED RING SIGNATURE MODULE 

Initially the  data owner (say for example Bob) first setups a ring by choosing a group of 

users. In this phase initially the public identity information of ring members are created, such as 

residential addresses and it doesn’t need any collaboration from any ring members. Here the user 

bob try to upload his personal data of electronic usage, together with a ring signature and the 

identity information of all ring members. By verifying the ring signature, one can be assured that 

the data is indeed given out by a valid resident (from the ring members) while cannot figure out 

who the resident is. Hence the anonymity of the data provider is ensured together with data 

authenticity. Meanwhile the verification is efficient which does not involve any certificate 

verification. 

 

4. EFFICIENCY ANALYSIS MODULE 

In this module we mainly try to analyze the efficiency of the proposed ID-based ring 

signature in terms of efficiency, data authenticity and anonymity. After a deep analysis, it 

provides a sound solution on data sharing with a large number of participants. The size of the 

data center is a constant, which only consists of some security parameters, two integers and some 

hash functions. In this application the secret key which is generated is very short and it is only an 
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integer. Assume that we try to use the 1024 bit RSA encryption level and it is of having just 1024 

bits of size to store the data inside the data center. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 
 

In this proposed paper we finally came to a conclusion that we proposed a new notion 

called as forward secure ID-based ring signature. In this proposed system we try to propose an 

ID based ring signature with a forward security scheme. Till now there was no concept in 

literature that have the feature like ring signature in the ID-based setting.In our proposed scheme 

the privacy of data which is uploaded by the owner is provided by a public key generator rather 

than owner itself. If this was done when any user who forget a secret key or any key is 

compromised, all previous generated signatures that include this user still remain valid. By 

conducting various experiments on our proposed system, we finally came to a conclusion that 

proposed method is mainly used for a large scale data sharing system, as it is very critical to re-

authenticate their data even if a secret key of one single user has been compromised.  
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